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**Title:** National Land Titles and Deeds Registration Administration vs. Civil Service
Commission and Violeta L. Garcia

**Facts:**
1. **Appointment and Reclassification (1977-1984):** Violeta L. Garcia, a Bachelor of Laws
graduate and first grade civil service eligible, was appointed Deputy Register of Deeds VII
in 1977 under a permanent status. Her position was reclassified to Deputy Register of
Deeds III under PD 1529, and she continued in this capacity until September 1984. Garcia
also served as Acting Branch Register of Deeds of Meycauayan, Bulacan, for about two
years.

2.  **Executive Order No.  649 (Effective on February 9,  1981):**  This  Executive Order
authorized restructuring the Land Registration Commission (LRC) into the National Land
Titles and Deeds Registration Administration (NALTDRA), necessitating new appointments
for various positions.

3.  **Temporary  Appointment  (October  1,  1984):**  Due to  not  being a  member  of  the
Philippine Bar, Garcia was appointed as Deputy Register of Deeds II under a temporary
status. Her appeal to the Secretary of Justice to reconsider her status was denied.

4. **Administrative Charges and Termination (1984-1987):** Garcia faced administrative
charges for Conduct Prejudicial to the Best Interest of the Service in October 1984. On
October 30,  1986,  she received a termination notification from the Minister  of  Justice
effective February 9, 1987, due to accusations of receiving bribe money. Garcia appealed to
the  Inter-Agency  Review  Committee,  which  referred  the  case  to  the  Merit  Systems
Protection Board (MSPB). The MSPB dismissed her appeal asserting her termination was
valid  due  to  her  temporary  appointment’s  expiration.  Her  subsequent  motion  for
reconsideration  was  also  denied.

5. **Civil Service Commission Resolution (June 30, 1988):** The Civil Service Commission
(CSC)  directed  NALTDRA  to  reinstate  Garcia  as  Deputy  Register  of  Deeds  II  or  its
equivalent, invoking the “vested rights theory,” which stated that the new bar membership
requirement did not apply to existing personnel at the time the Executive Order took effect.

**Issues:**
1.  **Applicability  of  Bar Membership Requirement:**  Whether the requirement for  bar
membership under Executive Order No. 649 should apply exclusively to new applicants or
also to those already serving as Deputy Register of Deeds within the LRC at the time of
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restructuring.

2. **Doctrine of Vested Rights:** Whether Garcia could claim vested rights to her position
without fitting the new bar membership requirement legislated by Executive Order No. 649.

3. **Legitimacy and Good Faith of Reorganization:** Whether the reorganization carried out
by Executive Order No. 649 was executed in good faith and adhered to the legal standards
for valid reorganization.

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Abolition and Reappointment Clearing Vested Rights:**
– The Supreme Court asserted that Executive Order No. 649 explicitly abolished all existing
positions within the LRC, effectively nullifying any vested right claims to reappointments
under the new NALTDRA structure.
– **Doctrine:** There is  no vestment in public office outside constitutional  guarantees.
Garcia lacked the required bar qualification, which was now a lawful prerequisite for her
former or equivalent position.

2. **Legislative Intent and Authority:**
–  The  Court  corroborated  the  Executive  Order’s  legality  and  functionality  focus,
emphasizing  the  overhaul  aimed  at  elevation  of  public  service  efficiency  and  economy.
– Sections 8 and 10 of the Executive Order unequivocally stated the abolition of existing
LRC positions and the requirement for new appointments under stringent qualifications.

3. **Assessment of Good Faith:**
– The Court determined that the reorganization by the Executive Order was grounded on
genuine public interest motives like efficiency and professional enhancement.
– **Doctrine:** A restructuring initiative designed to streamline operations, compounded
with new qualification criteria, is lawful and maintains good faith unless proven otherwise.

**Doctrine:**
– **Abolition of  Office:** Abolition does not imply removal.  The principle explains that
elimination  of  a  position  does  not  correlate  with  occupant  termination  but  with  the
eradication of the post itself.
–  **Reorganization in Good Faith:** Reorganizations aimed at  efficient governance and
bearing authentically new mandates are upholding good faith; invalid motives would entail
evidence of malfeasance.
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**Class Notes:**
1.  **Qualifications  for  Public  Office:**  Statutes  that  specify  new  criteria  for  existing
positions  lead  to  the  lawful  abolition  of  previous  posts  and  mandate  new
appointments—membership  in  the  Bar  for  legal  roles  emphasized  herein.
– **Cited Statute:** Executive Order No. 649, Sections 4, 8, and 10.

2. **Security of Tenure:** Tenure security claims falter if offices are lawfully abolished and
if new, critically different duties or criteria supersede prior positional requirements.
– **Case Citation:** Facundo vs. Pabalan, Castillo vs. Pajo.

3. **Reorganization Validity:** Reorganization anchored on operational efficiency and public
welfare fulfills good faith requisite unless counter-context proving mismanagement arises.
– **Cited Case Law:** Dario vs. Mison, De La Llana vs. Alba.

**Historical Background:**
–  Post-Martial  Law  Philippines  saw  numerous  bureaucratic  restructures  intending  to
modernize governance frameworks, significantly emphasizing meritocratic bureaucracy and
streamlined administrative protocols.
–  The  1981  Executive  Order  reflected  the  Philippines’  broader  strategy  to  realign
governmental  institutions,  augment  public  service  efficacy,  and  assimilate  qualified
professionals (particularly legal experts) into sensitive roles within the registration and land
title administration sector.

This approach underscores the era’s constitutional transition climate, denoting qualified
personnel criterion shifts aligning governmental public service paradigms with evolving
legal and administrative requisites.


